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Final Project Summary

Topic & Purpose
The transition to college can be overwhelming, and properly organizing the move away from
home alleviates some of that pressure. I went through this process recently, and students who are
enrolling in the class of 2026 at colleges and universities across the world will soon be
experiencing this themselves. My website is designed to assist both students and their families
with college planning through an account-based platform to store a packing list and a price
calculator for dorm essentials. Through this site, users can store the items and quantities of these
items they would like to bring to college and understand which dorm essentials are suitable for
them based on their said budget.

Instructions
● Contact Page

○ When users start on the Contact Page, they are required to input their first name,
last name, phone number, email address, password, and confirmed password.

○ The user may not leave any of these input fields empty
○ The user must input valid phone number and email formats
○ The user must create a password with one uppercase letter and one number
○ The user must match the “password” and “confirm password” input fields
○ Once the user correctly inputs all of their contact information and either clicks

“sign up” or submits the form, they are directed to the packing list page of the
website

● Packing List
○ Users should input an item and a quantity for their packing list
○ Once the user clicks “add” or submits the form, the item and quantity appear as a

row on the list
○ Users have the opportunity to delete items on the list if they click the “x” buttons
○ If a user tries to submit the form without any input, they will receive an error

message
If the user attempts to submit a numerical value as an item or an item as a
quantity, they will receive an error message.

● Cart
○ Users are prompted to enter their desired budget.



○ The user may then add essential dorm items to their cart by clicking on the
images.

○ Once clicked, the prices of these items create a subtotal displayed at the bottom of
the page.

○ Once the value of the items the user has added to their cart exceeds the value of
their desired budget, the user will receive an “insufficient funds” error message.

● Your Account
○ Once users click the “see your account information” button, a loading animation

spins for five counts.
○ After the animation stops loading, users can see their account information they

provided earlier on the contact information page.
○ Users can then input the day, month, and year of their birthday and save it after

clicking “save.”

Extras Used
1. Event-driven DOM Manipulation

a. I used DOM Manipulation for users to be able to add and delete items to their
packing list through the “add” button and the “x” (delete) buttons.

2. Web Storage
a. I used Local Storage to save the input of first name, last name, phone number, and

email address to later output this information on the Your Account page.
3. Animations

a. I created a loading animation on the Your Account page, so users have to wait to
see the output of the information they entered on the Contact page.


